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Static semifluxons in a long Josephson junction withp-discontinuity points
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We investigate analytically a long Josephson junction with severalp-discontinuity points characterized by a
jump of p in the phase difference of the junction. The system is described by a perturbed-combined sine-
Gordon equation. Via phase-portrait analysis, it is shown how the existence of static semifluxons localized
around the discontinuity points is influenced by the applied bias current. In junctions with more than one
corner, there is a minimum-facet-length for semifluxons to be spontaneously generated. A stability analysis is
used to obtain the minimum-facet-length for multicorner junctions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superconductors are characterized by the phase cohe
of the cooper-pair condensate. Recent technological
vances in the control of the phase near a Josephson jun
have promoted research on the manipulation and phase
ing of such junction. Examples are the experimental pre
ration of superconductor-ferromagnet-superconductor~SFS!
p junctions,1 and superconductor–normal-meta
superconductor~SNS! junctions in which the charge-carrie
population in the conduction channels is controlled.2 These
junctions are characterized by an intrinsic phase-shift ofp in
the current-phase relation or, in other words, an effec
negative critical current.

An alternative branch of phase biasing is offered by
intrinsic anisotropy of unconventional superconductivity.
predominant dx22y2 pairing symmetry in high-Tc
superconductors3 enables the possibility to bias parts of th
circuit with a phase ofp. Examples are thep-SQUID,4,5

tricrystal rings,3 the corner junction,6 and the zigzag
junction.7 The latter two inspired the analytic investigation
the present work. These structures, of which neighboring
ets in a Josephson junction can be considered to have o
site sign of the critical current, present intriguing phenome
such as the intrinsic frustration of the Josephson phase
the junction and the spontaneous generation of fractio
magnetic flux near the corners. The presence of fractio
flux, or semifluxons, has been considered before by sev
authors.8–15 In this work we present an analytic investigatio
of the existence and behavior of these semifluxons in
infinitely long Josephson junction withp discontinuities. We
will introduce the model for these junctions and the meth
we use to analyze the semifluxons in a Josephson junc
with p discontinuities in Sec. II. In Sec. III the results fo
one p discontinuity, the corner junction, is presented. S
tion IV discusses the case for twop discontinuities, in which
we additionally introduce a minimum-facet-length betwe
the discontinuities for which flux is spontaneously generat
In Sec. V, it is shown how the model is extrapolated to
increasing number of discontinuities in the infinitely lon
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Josephson junction. We use a stability analysis to discuss
existence of the semifluxons for this case. Section VI c
cludes the work.

II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND PHASE-PLANE
ANALYSIS

To describe the dynamics of a long Josephson junc
with p-discontinuity points a perturbed sine-Gordon equ
tion is used:9

fxx2f tt5u~x!sinf2g1af t , ~1!

wherea is a dimensionless positive damping coefficient
lated to quasiparticle tunneling across the junction andg
.0 is the applied bias current density, normalized to
junction critical current densityJc . The functionu takes the
value 61, representing the alternating sign of the critic
current associated with the presence, or absence, of the
ditional p-phase shift.

Equation~1! is written after rescaling where the spati
variablex and time variablet are normalized by the Joseph
son penetration lengthlJ and the inverse plasma frequenc
vp

21 , respectively. We consider static semifluxons, hen
Eq. ~1! reduces to

fxx52
]U

]f
, ~2!

whereU52u(x)(12cosf)1gf. For physically meaning-
ful solutionsf andfx are required to be continuous at th
discontinuity point.

The first integral of Eq.~2! is

1

2
fx

252u~x!cosf2gf1C, ~3!

whereC is the constant of integration. Ifu would not depend
on x, then the integral curves~‘‘orbits’’ ! of Eq. ~3! form the
phase portraitin the (f,fx) phase plane.
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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H. SUSANTOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 104501 ~2003!
Phase-plane analysis is particularly useful for the qual
tive analysis of planar differential equations, see, for
stance, Ref. 16 for an example involving a perturbed si
Gordon equation. For a general introduction to phase-pl
analysis see, for instance, Ref. 17.

In the present situation, however,u does depend onx but
in a special manner:u takes only two values. Therefore the
are two phase portraits that come into play, one withu51
and another one withu521. Solutions of Eq.~2! are suit-
able combinations of orbits on these two phase planes.
position where the switch is made between the two ph
planes is determined by the values ofx where u changes
sign. With this convention in mind we will for simplicity
speak aboutthephase portrait of Eq.~2!. A similar approach
is used by Walker15 to analyze a particular solution of Eq.~2!
representing semifluxons in the case ofg50. In his paper,
Walker analyzes this situation using a combination of
potential functionsU, i.e., U52(12cosf) and U5(1
2cosf).

III. JUNCTIONS WITH A SINGLE p-DISCONTINUITY
POINT

In a junction with a singlep-discontinuity point, under
certain conditions, a semifluxon is expected to be genera3

With u(x) given by

u~x!5H 1, x,0,

21, x.0,
~4!

the parametrization of this semifluxon forg50 is9,12

f~x!5H 4 arctan exp~x2x0!, x,0,

4 arctan exp~x1x0!2p, x.0,
~5!

wherex05 ln(A211). In the phase plane, the solution~5! is
given by the combination of the curves with arrows in Fig.
For x,0 we follow the solid curve starting at the origin u
to d1, wherex50. Fromd1 we switch flows and follow the
dashed curve forx.0 up to (f/p,fx)5(1,0). This defines
a semifluxon with ap-phase jumpf(`)2f(2`)5p. The
intersection of the trajectories forx,0 and forx.0 makes
an angle, i.e., is transversal, which guarantees the persist
of the semifluxon when a bias current is applied. Later o
will be shown that this will remain the case up tog52/p.

In the phase plane, equilibria are the points that co
spond to the maxima and minima of the potentialU, i.e.,
(]U/]f50,fx50). Wheng50 two adjacent equilibria are
connected by heteroclinic connections. Once we setgÞ0,
the heteroclinic connections break and form homoclinic c
nections, i.e., connections between an equilibrium with its
This opens the possibility for other solutions satisfying E
~2! than the semifluxon solution described above. As sho
in Fig. 2, a semifluxon can be constructed by choosingd2 or
d3 as the point wherex50. With these two discontinuity
points, we obtain solutions with an overall phase jump ofp,
but containing humps as shown in Fig. 3. Forg50 these
constructions are not possible since the trajectories wo
pass through an equilibrium.
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The semifluxons with humps can be viewed as combi
tions of semifluxons and 2p fluxons.19 The semifluxon with
d2 as the position ofx50 consists of a semifluxon and
fluxon-antifluxon pair, while the semifluxon withd3 for the
corresponding position ofx50 consists of a semifluxon and
a fluxon with opposite polarity. Because a fluxon and a se
fluxon with opposite~like! polarity are attracting~repelling!
each other, we can expect these semifluxons to be unsta
This means, that the solutions will not be static, but disso
in time, resulting in the single semifluxon solution. For
further study of these semifluxons with humps, see Ref.

FIG. 1. The phase portrait of the system~2! for g50. The
trajectories forx,0 are indicated with bold lines, the trajectorie
for x.0 with dashed lines. Any orbit of Eq.~2! switches atx50
from bold to dashed. The semifluxon parametrized by Eq.~5! in the
phase plane is indicated with arrows withd1 is the corresponding
position of x50. O is the position of (0,0). The definition of
d1 ,n12n4 are in the text.

FIG. 2. The phase portrait of the system~2! for g50.1. For
simplicity we only show the stable and unstable manifolds of t
fixed points. Instead ofd1, we might also taked2 or d3 for the
position ofx50.
1-2
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When increasing the normalized bias currentg, the ho-
moclinic connections of the two equations will shrink a
move apart. Therefore, for a certain value ofg, which we
will denote asg* , d2, and d3 will coincide ~see Fig. 4!.
When this happens, the solution withx50 atd2 corresponds
to a semifluxon and a fluxon-antifluxon pair at infinity. F
g.g* , there is no solution withx50 atd2 that satisfies Eq.
~2!. Hence, onlyd1 and d3 can be used for the position o
x50, in that case.

To deduce the exact expression ofg* , we consider the
boundary conditions for the phase difference and magn
flux at infinity

FIG. 3. Plot of the phase as a function ofx ~in units oflJ) with
d2 andd3 as discontinuity points. In this pictureg50.1. The solu-
tion with higher hump is the phase withd2 as the discontinuity
point. Dash-dotted lines are the asymptotes of the solutions.

FIG. 4. Part of the phase portrait of Eq.~2! for g5g* . At this
value ofgd2 andd3 coincide.
10450
tic

lim
x→2`

f~x!5f25arcsin~g!,

lim
x→`

f~x!5f15p1arcsin~g!,

lim
x→6`

fx~x!50.

From the boundary conditions, the integral constantC of
Eq. ~3! is

C5H cosf21gf2 , x,0,

2cosf11gf1 , x.0.
~6!

Imposing thatfx(0
2)5fx(0

1) andf(0)5p1arcsing,
we obtain the value ofg which gives the above condition

g* 5
2

A41p2
'0.54. ~7!

Wheng.g* , the pointd3 moves towardsd1. At a cer-
tain value, the pointsd1 andd3 coincide. At that value ofg,
the intersection of the trajectories of the system forx,0 and
x.0 is tangential. The heteroclinic flow of the combine
phase portrait is ‘‘smooth’’~see Fig. 5!. We then arrive at the
edge of the static solution because as the trajectories inte
nontransversally, perturbations make them either nonin
secting or transversally intersecting.18 We will call the value
of g such that the intersection is nontransversal the crit
currentgc . Physically, if we apply a bias current larger tha
this critical current, the semifluxon attached at t
p-discontinuity point will not be static.

A tangential intersection is achieved when at pointd1
5d3,

lim
x↑0

]fx /]f5 lim
x↓0

]fx /]f.

Noticing that]fx /]f is given by

FIG. 5. The phase portrait of the system corresponding to thp
kink solution forg the critical current.
1-3
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dfx~x!

dx

dx

df~x!
U

x50

5
fxx

fx
U

x50

5
6sinf2g

fx
U

x50

,

this condition is satisfied when sinf(0)50, i.e., f(0)
P$0,p%.

To obtain the value offx at x50, we use that

E
2`

0

fxxfx dx5E
2`

0

fx sinf2gfxdx, ~8!

which gives

1

2
fx~02!252cosf~02!1A12g2

2g@f~02!2arcsing#.

Heref(02) is a shorthand for limx↑0f(x) and likewise for
fx(0

2). Limits from the right are indicated by a ‘‘1.’’
The same calculation forx.0 gives

2
1

2
fx~01!252cosf~01!2A12g2

2g@2f~01!1p1arcsing#.

Becausef(02)5f(01)5f(0) andfx(0
2)5fx(0

1), the
two above expressions yield the critical current for the ex
tence of static semifluxons

gc5
2

p
'0.64. ~9!

No static solutions exist forg abovegc . This result is in
agreement with the result of Kuklovet al.20 that for g.gc
the f-fluxon changes the circulation back and forth wh
releasing 2f fluxons. Using phase-plane analysis, we der
the maximum supercurrent from the existence of the st
solution while Kuklovet al.derive it from the stability of the
solution.

IV. JUNCTIONS WITH TWO p-DISCONTINUITY POINTS

The analytical discussion on junctions with tw
p-discontinuity points has been initiated by Kato a
Imada.14 The junctions have a positive critical current f
uxu.a and a negative critical current foruxu,a. In this sys-
tem there are two semifluxons with opposite polarity gen
ated at the corners of the junction whena is relatively large.
They conjecture that the magnetic flux is sensitive to
ratio a5d/2lJ whered is the distance of the two corners. W
call the normalized distance of one corner to the next ne
boring corner the normalized facet-length, which is 2a in our
case. In this paper we consider the case when the semi
ons generated at the corners have opposite polarity.

Kato and Imada show numerically that the integra
magnetic flux, which is proportional toDf5uf(0)
2f(`)u, depends ona ~see Fig. 6!. Whena@1, they obtain
Df5p. The magnetic flux decreases when the facet len
reduces. In the absence of a bias current, fora<amin

(2) 5p/4,
Df50. Here 2amin

(2) is the minimum-facet-length necessa
10450
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to have a spontaneous flux generation wheng50 ~the super-
script indicates the number of corners!. The minimum-facet
length for gÞ0 will be shown to be zero later on. In thi
section, we will show that the dependence ofDf on a and
amin

(2) can be expressed explicitly when looking for the ex
tence of the static semifluxons.

The phase portrait of the system without an applied b
current is given in Fig. 1. The semifluxon-antisemifluxon a
the antisemifluxon-semifluxon states are represented by
trajectory O-n1-n2-O andO-n3-n4-O, respectively. As 2a is
the length of the middle junction, it is the pathlength ofn1
→n2 or n3→n4. If x would be replaced byt, as in the usual
pendulum equation, it would be the time needed to go fr
n1,3 to n2,4.

Let M p be the closed trajectory through pointsn1 andn2.
This flow represents the periodic motion of the pendulu
equation.M p crosses thef-axes at the points (6Df,0).
Putting g50, from Eq. ~3! M p is implicitly given by the
relation

1

2
fx

25cosf2cosDf. ~10!

If n15(f i t ,fx
it), thenf i t5arccos(cosDf11

2fx
it2).

The unstable and stable manifolds throughn1 andn2 are
given by

1

2
fx

2512cosf. ~11!

Hence,f i t can be written as

f i t5arccos@~cosDf11!/2#. ~12!

Now, it is straightforward to calculate the pathlength fro
n1 to (Df,0) which is exactlya. Using Eq.~10!, we get

FIG. 6. Df is drawn as a function ofa. The critical currentf c

for vortices to change their orientation is also presented. The fig
is taken with permission from Ref. 14.
1-4
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a5E
f i t

Df du

A2~cosu2cosDf!1/2

5E
0

Df du

A2~cosu2cosDf!1/2

2E
0

f i t du

A2~cosu2cosDf!1/2
. ~13!

Now consider

I 5E
0

f i t du

A2~cosu2cosDf!1/2
.

Using identity cosu5122 sin2(u/2), the integral becomes

I 5
1

2E0

f i t du

sin~Df/2!A12csc2~Df/2!sin2~u/2!
.

If we let21 sin(u/2)5sin(Df/2) sinF such that the angleu
is transformed toF5arcsin@sin(u/2)/sin(Df/2)#, the inte-
gral then becomes

I 5E
0

F i t dF

~12k2sin2 F!1/2
5F~F i t ,k!

with k5sin(Df/2) and F i t5arcsin@sin(fit/2)/sin(Df/2)#.
The functionF is the incomplete elliptic integral of the firs
kind.21 Hence, we get that

a5F~p/2,k!2F~F i t ,k!.

This is the explicit relation betweenDf anda wheng50.
The plot is shown in Fig. 6. With this expression, we can s
that

lim
Df→0

a5p/4

becausek→0 and F i t→p/4. This value is the minimum
pathlength fromn1,3 to n2,4 at the limiting pointO, which is
then the minimum-facet-length to have a semifluxo
antisemifluxon or an antisemifluxon-semifluxon at the c
ners.

When we start applying a bias current to the junction
vortex and an antivortex are created at the corners e
though the facet length is less than the minimum-facet-len
for g50. In other words, the minimum-facet-length of th
junction whengÞ0 is 0. In the phase portrait, this can b
seen from the fact that the equilibria of the system forx
,0 do not coincide with the ones forx.0 whengÞ0, see
Fig. 7. In the presence of the applied bias current, the m
netic flux Df is also influenced byg. There are two differ-
ent cases of the behavior of the semifluxons under the in
ence of a bias current. In the following, we will discuss t
two cases separately.
10450
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A. Antisemifluxon-semifluxon case

When we start with a pair of antisemifluxon-semifluxo
which we will here call af2 solution, there is a critical value
of the applied bias current to reorient the solution such tha
becomes a semifluxon-antisemifluxon, here called af1 solu-
tion. The flipping over from thef2 solution to thef1 solu-
tion has been discussed numerically in Ref. 14. For simp
ity f c is used to denote the critical bias current as in Ref.
In Fig. 6, f c is drawn as a function ofa. We will discuss the
flipping-over process using phase-plane analysis.

The flipping process can be explained by considering
phase portrait of the system forgÞ0, for which a sketch is
drawn in Fig. 7. WhengÞ0, the originO splits intoO2 ~an
equilibrium of the system forx,uau) and O1 ~an equilib-
rium of the system forx.uau). The minimum-facet-length to
have af2 solution forgÞ0 now is given by the pathlength
of n3-n4. These points lie on the unstable and stable ma
folds of the system forx.uau. The flipping process happen
because the minimum-facet-length to obtain af2-solution
for a positive bias current increases wheng increases.

Therefore, given the facet length, increasingg we arrive
at a level of the bias current where thef2 solution ceases to
exist, and the solution will switch to solution of typef1. In
Fig. 7 the f1 solution corresponds to the curv
O1-n1-n2-O1 . Hence,f c(a) also shows the minimum-face
length to have an antisemifluxon-semifluxon state for giv
positiveg. The exact expression of this relation can be giv
in terms of a modified integral elliptic function.

B. Semifluxon-antisemifluxon case

When we start with a semifluxon-antisemifluxon sta
with a positive current as long as the bias current is less t
2/p, the static semifluxons are attached at the corners for
facet length. Ifg.2/p there is a limiting value ofa, say
am(g), such that fora.am there is no static semivortex
antisemivortex state.am depends monotonically ong which
means that we can determine the critical currentgc for given

FIG. 7. The phase portrait of Eq.~2! wheng50.4.
1-5
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H. SUSANTOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 104501 ~2003!
a. With a certain value ofa and g.gc , there is no static
vortex-antivortex state. The plot of the relation betweena
andgc is presented in Fig. 8.

When the static solutions disappears, the solution
comes time dependent and starts flipping between the
types of semifluxons ~the vortex-antivortex and the
antivortex-vortex! while releasing 2p fluxons.

The difference betweengc and f c is that the applied bias
current ofgc is the minimum value of the current to pull th
two semifluxons apart whilef c is the minimum current to
collide the two semifluxons. This can be seen from the L
entz force induced by the applied bias current. In the lim
a→`, bothgc and f c converge to 2/p.

V. JUNCTIONS WITH MULTIPLE p-DISCONTINUITY
POINTS

In Ref. 22, Goldobinet al.consider multicorner junctions
One of the problems they consider is to determine the m
mum length such that semifluxon states do exist forg50.
They have shown numerically that the minimum length v
ies as a function of the number of discontinuity points.
this section, we discuss the question of determining
minimum-facet-lengthamin

(N) for a junction withNp disconti-
nuity points analytically. Recall thatamin

(N) denotes the
minimum-facet-length in absence of a bias current. All t
facet lengths are assumed to be equal.

One should be able to use existence analysis to determ
the minimum-facet-length for multicorner junctions as w
did for the case of two-corner ones, but it seems rather
ficult. Therefore we use a stability analysis of the const
solution. This constant solution is the trivial state. The idea
mentioned in brief by Kuklovet al.20 and Kato and Imada.14

Based on numerical simulations, we assume the follo
ing.

Once the trivial state is unstable, it creates semifluxon
an antiferromagnetic order. Experimentally, this antifer
magnetic ordering has indeed been found as the ground
of YBa2Cu3O7-Nb zigzag junctions.8

FIG. 8. Plot of the critical currentgc as a function of half facet
lengtha.
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For a,amin
(N) , there is no spectrum with positive real pa

Whena5amin
(N) there is a zero eigenvalue~discrete spectrum!

which moves into the right half-plane whena.amin
(N) . It in-

dicates that the trivial state becomes unstable and spont
ous fluxons are then generated.

The damping is assumed to be absent, i.e.,a50, as it
does not influence the value of the minimum-facet-length

The mathematical details will be discussed elsewhere
With the above assumptions the idea of getting

minimum-facet-length is by looking at an eigenvalue at ze
The starting equation is

fxx2f tt5u~x!sinf, ~14!

which is Eq.~1! with g5a50. Hereg is taken to be zero
because we calculate the minimum-facet-length in abse
of a bias current.

Equation~14! admits f05kp, kPZ as the trivial solu-
tions. We then linearize aboutf0 writing f5f01v(x,t),
and retaining the terms linear inv:

vxx2v tt5u~x!v coskp. ~15!

We now make the spectral ansatzv(x,t)5eltu(x) which
gives foru the equation

uxx2l2u5u~x!u coskp. ~16!

The real part ofl determines the stability of the trivial so
lution.

According to Ref. 23, the boundary of the essential sp
trum is given by those eigenvaluesl for which there exists a
solution to Eq.~16! of the form u(x)5ei zx, with z real. It
follows that l56A712z2 and hence there are positiv
eigenvalues ifl56A12z2. This explains thatkp is not a
stable constant solution of the system ifu(6`)561.

With the result above, we conclude that there is no sta
constant solution ifu(`)Þu(2`). It means there is no
minimum-facet-length of a long Josephson junction with
odd number of corners. For any facet length, we will alwa
obtain semifluxons attached at the corners with a total ph
jump uf(`)2f(2`)u5p.

Josephson junctions with an even number
p-discontinuity points could have a stable trivial solutio
According to our second assumption, we need to comp
the discrete spectrum. The stability of the trivial solution w
depend on the facet length.

If we look at Eq.~16! ~without losing generality we can
takek50), this equation belongs to the classical scatter
problem.24 This problem has been well discussed in quant
mechanics25 whereu(x) is the potential function. According
to Ref. 24, a discrete eigenvalue is a value ofl2 for which
the corresponding eigenfunction decays exponentially ax
→6`.

As an example, the case of four corner junctions is c
sidered. The solution of Eq.~16! with the above requiremen
can easily be constructed by considering that we have
regions based onu(x), i.e.,
1-6
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u5H B1,2 cos@ 12l ~ uxu22a!#1C1,2 sin@ 12l ~ uxu22a!#, 3a.x.a,

D1 cosh~A11l2x!1D2 sinh~A11l2x!, uxu,a.
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Next, we have to determine all the coefficients using
continuity conditionsu(c2)5u(c1) and ux(c

2)5ux(c
1),

c56a, 63a. Notice that the facet length is 2a. In the ma-
trix form, the eight linear homogeneous equations are writ
as

L~A1 B1 C1 D1 D2 B2 C2 A2!T50, ~18!

with L is the coefficient matrix. To calculate the minimum
facet length, we takel50.

The above system has nontrivial solutions, i.e., soluti
that carry spontaneous flux, only if the determinant of
coefficient matrix vanishes. This leads to the equation

cosh2~a!$16@cos4~a!2cos2~a!#12%12 cosh~a!sinh~a!

18@2cos4~a!1cos2~a!#2150. ~19!

As shown in Fig. 9 numerically, this equation has seve
solutions. The minimum-facet-length to obtain an antifer
magnetically ordered semifluxons is the smallest nonne
tive root of Eq.~19!. Then we conclude thatamin

(4) '0.65~nor-
malized tolJ). The next roots correspond to stable orderin
of the semifluxons and antisemifluxons other than the a
ferromagnetic one. This is a subject for future work.

For a six corner junction, we find in this way thatamin
(6)

'0.56. So far we have calculated some minimum-fa
lengths which show a dependence on the number of
p-discontinuity points. The minimum-facet-length itself a
proaches zero as the following arguments show. It is an o

FIG. 9. Plot of the left hand side~LHS! of Eq. ~19! as a function
of a. The minimum-facet-lengthamin

(4) is the first intersection of the
curve with thea axis.
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question what the product is of the minimum-facet-leng
and the number of the discontinuity points in the limit th
this number goes to infinity.

In this limiting case, we consider the scattering proble
with a periodic potential. Mathematically, we are looking f
solution of the equation

uxx2l2u5u~x!u,

u~x!5u~x14a!. ~20!

Let us assume thatu(x)521 for 0,x,2a, and u(x)51
for 2a,x,4a.

The general solution of Eq.~20! is of the form25

u5eiKxw~x!,

w~x!5w~x14a!, ~21!

with K satisfying K4a52np, (n50, 61, 62, . . . ). Sub-
stituting Eq.~21! into Eq. ~20!, we are left with an ordinary
differential equation inw. The solution is described by

w5H Aei (k12K)x1Be2 i (k11K)x, 0,x,2a,

Cei (k22K)x1De2 i (k21K)x, 2a,x,4a,
~22!

where k65Al261. The coefficientsA, B, C, and D are
obtained from continuity and periodicity conditions. With th
same argument as before we get the condition

cosa cosha5cosK4a

which givesamin
(`) 50. The calculation of the minimum-facet

length for infinitely many discontinuity points also tells u
that arrays of 0-p junctions forming a loop or annular junc
tions containingp-discontinuity points have zero minimum
facet-length.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have discussed the existence of static semifluxons
ing phase plane analysis in one- and two-corner junctio
We have obtained the critical value of the applied bias c
rent g above which static semifluxons are not present.
phase-plane analysis we have also shown how to cons
solutions with humps. We have not discussed the stability
these solutions. We plan to do so in the future.

For two-corner junctions, the exact relation between
magnetic flux of semifluxons and the facet length has b
derived. There is a minimum-facet-length for a semivorte
antisemivortex state atg50.

For multicorner junctions, the minimum-facet-length
the antiferromagnetically ordered semifluxon state is de
1-7
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H. SUSANTOet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 104501 ~2003!
mined by a stability analysis of the trivial state. Th
minimum-facet-length is zero for a periodic junction. A sim
lar argumentation as we used to calculate the minimum-fa
length in case of infinitely many corner junctions, shows t
annular junctions with discontinuity points have ze
minimum-facet-length.

Very recently, Zenchuk and Goldobin26 considered the
problem of calculating the minimum-facet-length for Josep
son junctions with several discontinuity points~Sec. V in this
article!. They use a different method in considering the ca
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